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###### Set 1: The estimated mortality plot for combination of cardiovascular diseases, cancers and COPD.

Observed versus estimated mortality in 2,591 counties in the prediction set (Set 1) using stepwise regression for five population density groups (R-squared = 0.6494).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Set 2: The estimated mortality plot for combination of cardiovascular diseases, cancers and COPD.

Observed versus estimated mortality in 519 counties in the validation set (Set 2) using stepwise regression for five population density groups.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Set 1: The estimated mortality plot for cancers.

Observed versus estimated mortality in 2,591 counties in the prediction set (Set 1) using stepwise regression for five population density groups (R-squared = 0.4928).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Set 1: The estimated mortality plot for cancers.

Observed versus estimated mortality in 519 counties in the validation set (Set 2) using stepwise regression for five population density groups.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Set 1: The estimated mortality plot for COPD.

Observed versus estimated mortality in 2,591 counties in the prediction set (Set 1) using stepwise regression for five population density groups (R-squared = 0.3732).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Set 1: The estimated mortality plot for COPD.

Observed versus estimated mortality in 519 counties in the validation set (Set 2) using stepwise regression for five population density groups.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
